CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Faculty
Professor and M. R. Lohmann Chair—Norbert (Norb) Delatte, PhD, PE, F.ASCE, F.ACI
Dean, College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology, Professor and Donald & Cathey Humphreys Chair: Paul J. Tikalsky, PhD, PE, F.ASCE, F.ACI
Professor and Gilbert, Cooper, W&W Steel Chair: Tyler Ley, PhD, PE, F.ACI
Regents Professor and Decker Dawson Chair: C. (Kelvin) Wang, PhD, PE
Professors: S.A. Ahmed, PhD, PE; Rifat Bulut, PhD
Associate Professors: Robert Emerson, PhD, PE; Mark Krzmarzick, PhD, PE; Qiang (Joshua) Li, PhD, PE; Debakanta (Deb) Mishra, Ph.D., PE.; Bruce Russell, PhD, PE; Gregory G. Wilber, PhD, PE; Yong Wei Shan, PhD, PE; Mohamad Soliman, PhD
Assistant Professors: Mohamed Elkashef, PhD, PE; Mary Foltz, PhD; Jorge Gonzalez Estrella, PhD
Adjunct Professors: Garry Gregory, PhD, PE; Boris Dan Hernandez, PhD; Enos Stover, PhD, PE; Brian Wintle, PhD, PE
Lecturer: Matt Mitchell, PE